Senior Citizens’ Club of Drayton Valley – Reopening Notice
The Drayton Valley 55 Plus will be open for members and guests on Monday, Aug 24th under the
guidance of AHS (Alberta Health Service). After a meeting with a representative from AHS, plans were
made to reopen the club by following AHS recommendations.

These guidelines will be in effect and enforced until further notice!
Mandatory for every entry into the building:
1/ Sanitize HANDS immediately upon entry with provided sanitizer
2/ Fill in attendance sheet clearly with your Name, Contact info & Date - EVERY VISIT
3/ – DO NOT ENTER, IF –
a/ If you have a fever
b/ If you are not feeling well with cold symptoms
c/ If you have had any Covid19 contact and not 14 day quarantined since
d/ If you have returned from outside Alberta and not 14 day quarantined
4/ -COMMON SENSE- is Mandatory, protect others and keep our club safe and open!

Suggested rules during attendance:
1/ Sanitize hands and surfaces while using club facilities using sanitizing stations provided
2/ Wash hands properly using soap
3/ Respect others by keep social distancing
4/ Respect other who may not be comfortable in this environment
5/ Masks not mandatory according to AHS but recommended
6/ Try to keep club common surfaces clean and sanitized in your daily routine
7/ Club activities and morning coffee can proceed by following rulings!

Notes:
There are no plans to hold the Pancake Breakfasts or inter-club activities or social club gatherings until
the board is satisfied that it is safe to do so. Facility renters will be fully responsible for their function’s
agenda by following AHS guide on gatherings

Final Comments
If we all work together following the mandatory and suggested rules it will give our club a better chance
to keep the doors open for the enjoyment of seniors in Brazeau County and Drayton Valley. As a final
request to all members with common sense, if there are individuals that are uncooperative or
belligerent regarding the above rules, please ask them politely to be considerate and follow the
guidelines. If this is unsuccessful, report the person to the board to deal with the situation.
These rules, regulations and suggestions are not permanent and will be changed if necessary, to
accommodate any future AHS recommendations. The DV 55 Plus board may make changes to any
procedures that they deem important for the continuing operation of the club.

